PACSnumbers: Themostsuccessfuldevicesformagneticconfinement of fusion grade plasmas are based on magnetic configurations, like tokamaks and stellarators, in which individual field lines cover nested toroidal surfaces. Recentstellaratordesignsplacegreatimportanceonthe maintaining the integrity of these nested magnetic surfaces [1] , 1 whiletheintegrityofthemagneticsurfaces in tokamaks is a consequence of toroidal symmetry. Electromagnetic instabilities can spontaneously break thetoroidalsymmetry,therebythreateningtheintegrity ofthemagneticsurfaces.Thegeneralviewhasbeenthat spontaneousbreakingofmagneticsurfaceshasdramatic consequences, e.g., the sawtooth crash and disruptions observed in tokamak discharges. In this letter we analyze the structure of the magnetic field in the presence of plasma microturublence, finding that turbulent magnetic perturbations break magnetic surfaces without producing dramatic consequences. This discovery requires that we adopt a more nuanced view of the magnetic field structure, quantifying the degree of magnetic stochasticity through the magnetic diffusioncoefficient [2, 3] . 2, 3 Recent advances in the development of gyrokinetic simulation codes have enabled high-resolution kinetic electromagnetic simulations of plasma microturbulence [4] [5] [6] [7] . 4, 5, 6, 7 The importance of the perturbed magnetic field,includedinelectromagneticsimulations,relativeto the corresponding electrostatic (no perturbed magnetic field)simulationdependsonthedimensionlesspressure [8] , 8 β=8πp/B 2 ,wherepistheplasmapressureandBis themagnitudeoftheequilibriummagneticfield.Atβ=0 the electrostatic modes are decoupled from magnetic perturbations.Asβapproachesme/Mi,wheremeandMi aretheelectronionmassesrespectively(about0.05%in ahydrogenplasma)couplingtotheshearcomponentof the perturbed magnetic field becomes important. Generally,suchcouplingisfoundtobemildlystabilizing to ion temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence [9] 9 because turbulent energy is diverted into bending magnetic field-lines. Field-line bending can result in deformations of magnetic flux surfaces; magnetic reconnection resulting in the formation of magnetic islands at the relatively high-order resonant surfaces associatedwithplasmamicroturbulence(thatis,rational surfaces for toroidal mode numbers, n>>1); or, if the turbulent intensity is sufficient to cause island overlap [10] , 10 fracturing of magnetic surfaces and the appearance of magnetic stochasticity on the micro-scale (that is for length scales perpendicular to the magnetic field on the order of the sound radius, ρs=(MiTe) 1/2 /eB , where Te is the electron temperature and e is the magnitudeoftheelectroniccharge).
Inthisletterwereportonananalysisofthemagnetic field structure from a sequence of electromagnetic simulations [11] 11 inwhichβe=8πneTe/B 2 isvariedfrom0 to 0.8%, where ne is the electron density. We find that these electromagnetic simulations of ITG turbulence exhibitmagneticreconnectionatsurprisinglylowvalues of βe (βe ≥ 0.1%), resulting in the destruction of essentially all magnetic surfaces within the simulation volume. The operating point for these simulations is basedonthewell-studiedCYCLONEbasecase [12] 12 with the addition of kinetic electrons and electromagnetic perturbations. That is, R/a=2.775, r/a=0.5, Te=Ti, R/LTe=R/LTi=6.99,R/Ln=2.2,q=1.4,s=0.786andνei=0.Here R and a are the major and minor radii of the tokamak, whileristheradiallocationofthecenterofthefluxtube; Ti is the ion temperature; LTe, Lti, and Ln are the radial scale lengths for the electron temperature, the ion temperature, and the density respectively; q is the magneticsafetyfactorwhilethelogarithmicderivativeof q, s=(r/q)∂q/∂r, describes the equilibrium magnetic shear; and υei is the electron-ion collision frequency. In these simulations GYRO employed a 128-point velocityspace grid, (8 energies)×(8 pitch angles)×(2 signs of velocity),and14poloidalgridpointspersignofvelocity, together with 16 toroidal modes and 120 radial grid points,sufficienttoresolveperpendicularwavenumbers in the range 0.84 ≤ k ⊥ ρ≤1.26.Weusekineticelectrons with µ≡(Mi/me) 1/2 =42, corresponding to a hydrogen plasmas,asthisislesscomputationallyexpensivethana deuterium plasma (µ=60) while the results are remarkably similar [11] . The dominant instability throughout this βscan is the ITG mode, which liberates free energy mainly through ion heat transport. The turbulent ion heat conductivity, χi is more than three times larger than both the turbulent electron heat conductivity, χe, or the turbulent particle diffusion coefficient, D, over the entire parameter scan. Both the maximum (over wave number) growth rate and the resulting ion heat transport decrease modestly as βe is increasedovertherange0.1%≤βe≤0.8%examinedhere [11] .
The shear perturbation in the magnetic field is described by the parallel component of the vector potential, A||. Magnetic reconnection occurs when the resonantcomponentofA||hasafinitevalueatitsrational surface [13] . 13 GYRO employs field-line following coordinatesinwhichthepoloidalangle,θ,isusedtolabel position along B. The resonant component of A|| at the rational surface r=rrat(n), where n is the toroidal mode number,isthengivenby
The θ-average is taken over one poloidal circuit about the magnetic axis. We note that all rational surfaces of the fundamental mode of these simulations (n=12) are rationalsurfacesforeverytoroidalmodeincludedinthe simulation(thatis,n'swhicharemultiplesof12).Hence, an appropriate measure of the intensity of the resonant field at these fundamental rational surfaces is the resonantmagneticintensity, Figure1showstheresonantmagneticintensityplotted  vs. (r, t) . The fundamental rational surfaces are located at r=2.97ρs, 17.86ρs, 32.74ρs, and 47.62ρs. Initial saturationofthelinearITGinstabilityoccursatt≈60a/cs. Iftheintegrityoftheequilibriummagneticsurfaceshad been maintained, we would see vertical white stripes centered on each fundamental rational surface in Fig. 1 since the mere presence of resonant magnetic intensity atafundamentalrationalsurfaceindicatesthatmagnetic reconnection has occurred. Clearly, this is not the case. In fact, the resonant magnetic intensity is generally largestinthevicinityofthelow-orderrationalsurfaces. Theresonantmagneticintensitydoesnotvanishatthe fundamental rational surfaces, indicating that magnetic reconnectionhasoccurred.Atissueishowthismagnetic reconnection is manifested. The magnetic field might reconnect into a chain of islands localized about the rational surfaces and separated by regions in which the magnetic surfaces exist and are only slightly modified from the equilibrium magnetic surfaces. Alternatively, the ITG turbulence may cause widespread magnetic stochasticity. We investigate this issue by integrating along the perturbed magnetic field lines to produce the Poincarésurface-of-sectionplotsshowninFig.2. Moderngyrokineticcodesemploycoordinatesaligned with the equilibrium magnetic field. Generically, these coordinates involve two equilibrium field-line labels, α and β, together with a third coordinate, s, which labels position along the equilibrium field line. Theabsenceofadramaticincreaseintheelectronheat transportwhenthemagneticfieldbecomesstochasticat finite βe can be explained in part by the very low intensity of the fluctuating magnetic field. The magnitude of the magnetic fluctuations associated with ITG turbulence is proportional to βe [9] so that the stochastic magnetic transport [3] , which is proportional to(δBr/B0) 2 ,isexpectedtoscaleasβe 2 .
Thelevelofmagneticstochasticitycanbequantified throughthemagneticdiffusioncoefficient, 15
. Where € r i istheradialpositionofthei th fieldline, €  isthe distance along the field line, and the average is to be taken over all magnetic field lines. We estimate the magnetic diffusion coefficient for representative timeslices from our simulations by following 100 magnetic field lines with initial positions distributed uniformly over the outboard midplane. Each field line is followed for 3000 of poloidal cycles. In the presence of a fully stochastic magnetic field our estimate of Dst goes to a well-definedlimitaftermanypoloidalcycles (Fig.4) . The magnetic diffusion coefficient shown in Fig. 4 , which has the dimensions of distance, is related to the stochastic electron heat transport thru 16 . Our analysis of the microstructure of the magnetic field in a sequence of electromagnetic GYRO simulations of ITG turbulence yields the surprising result that the magnetic field becomes stochastic even at very low values of β e (β e ≥ 0.1%), much lower than the pressures observed in many tokamak experiments and those anticipated in magnetic fusion reactors. This suggest that magnetic stochasticity may be ubiquitous, motivating its quantification through the magnetic diffusion coefficient. The magnetic diffusion coefficient produced by the plasma microturublence is small enough that the stochastic electron heat transport does not result in a dramatic increase in the heat transport. Other important consequences of magnetic stochasticity remain to be investigated. For example, magnetic stochasticity gives rise to a radial conductivity Such rapid damping of zonal flows could profoundly affect the ability of zonal flows to regulate ITG turbulence at finite β, and may be responsible for the observed failure of the ITG turbulence to saturate in simulations at operating points like those considered here at only slightly larger values of β e .
